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I. Introduction
1.Conventional view: Quark spin measured in polarized deep 

inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering (DIS) invalidates the 
constituent quark model (CQM).
   NOT TRUE: Relativistic/QFT corrections to the non-

relativistic model have been ignored; e.g.       pair-
creation and annihilation have not been included. The 
quark spin measured by DIS can be accommodated. 

2.Decomposition of the total angular momentum operator of 
nucleons and atoms can be either gauge invariant or gauge 
non-invariant. No gauge invariant operator decomposition 
satisfying canonical angular momentum commutation 
relations has been found previously. 

3. Our new (old) decomposition satisfies both gauge invariance 
and canonical angular momentum commutation relations.

        It is necessary to use canonical spin and orbital angular 
momentum operators for consistency between hadron 
spectroscopy and internal structure studies.

qq̄
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Can the two fundamental requirements:
 1. Gauge Invariance 
 2. Canonical Commutation Relation for S, L

 (i.e., angular momentum algebra for the 
individual components of the nucleon spin), 

both be satisfied or must only one be kept,
while the other is violated?

We argue from what is known 
in atomic quantum physics.

Only J  = L + S is conserved
→ →→ Lorentz 

covariant
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        CONFLICT      A.

Spin of Static Particles 

Spin and Angular Momentum 
of Bound or Moving Particles
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Fundamental Insight
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Binding moves spin from static non-relativistic 
         view to include orbital contributions

e.g. Electron in hydrogenic atom:  (where                                 )
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Distinguish 
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from generator of 3-axis rotations: 

Same effect for bound state wavefunctions, 
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Or recall Melosh: S⊥  and S‖  boost differently + Wigner rotation 
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Basic Boosts: 
Accelerating a polarized quark from 
rest distributes angular momentum 

from spin to spin plus orbital 
angular momentum 
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Rest Frame solution 
of Dirac equation 
for spin up quark: 

!(x, t) =

!
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0
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%%& e!ı(mt=pµxµ)
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Boost - along spin direction 
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Ψ(pµxµ) ➔ e-iσ03ω/2 Ψ(pµxµ)  
         =  e{−          ω/2} Ψ(pµxµ)

0 σ3

σ3 0

1
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0 σ3

σ3 0
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or in terms of energy and momentum
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ΨL(pµxµ) =                                e-i(Et-px)
         1
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Boost - transverse to spin direction 
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Ψ(pµxµ) ➔ e-iσ01ω/2 Ψ(pµxµ)  
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ΨT(pµxµ) =                                 e-i(Et-px)
         1
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        0
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or in terms of energy and momentum
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At least one of those 
must correspond to 
net spin less than 1/2      
--    rest must be in 
angular momentum 
since J is conserved. 
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          CONFLICT  B.

Time Dependent Unitary 
Transformations Alter Spectra

Gauge Transformations 
include Time Dependence 
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Pauli and Dirac Hamiltonians are not unitarily equivalent†

†T. Goldman, Phys. Rev. D15 (1977) 1063. See also: Wei-min Sun:
Time Evolution Op ≠ ∫T00

∂
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Pauli and Dirac Hamiltonians are not unitarily equivalent†

†T. Goldman, Phys. Rev. D15 (1977) 1063. See also: Wei-min Sun:
Time Evolution Op ≠ ∫T00

∂

➔ U = e[!"#·("p!e "A)/2m]

No problem only if: 
!! · !A = 0

!" · # !A

#t
" !p = 0

!" · !!" # !A

#t
= 0

Foldy-Wouthuysen
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Separate identification of spin and orbital 
angular momentum is frame dependent

But can this be done consistently  
while maintaining gauge invariance?

Keep gauge invariance only and give 
up canonical commutation relation.

Dangerous! Untenable?

Conventional Wisdom:
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Solution?
A decomposition of the angular momentum 

operator for atom (QED) and nucleon 
(QCD), such that both the gauge 
invariance and angular momentum 
algebra are satisfied for individual 
components.

Energy and momentum of hydrogen atom 
also gauge invariant, as expect.

Key point is to separate the transverse
   and longitudinal components of the    

gauge field.
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II.Hydrogen atom (and em multipole 
radiation) has the same problem

We use canonical momentum and orbital 
angular momentum, even though not gauge 
invariant, in the Hydrogen atom. The 
Hamiltonian itself of the hydrogen atom used 
in the Schroedinger equation is not gauge 
invariant.          (A time-dependent gauge 
transformation changes the energy of the 
states.)          Totally unphysical, absurd!

Pauli and Dirac Hamiltonians are not unitarily equivalent.†
†T. Goldman, Phys. Rev. D15 (1977) 1063.
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Straightforward angular momentum 
decomposition not gauge invariant: 

!JQED = !Se + !Le + !S! + !L!

!Se =
!

d3x "†
!!
2

"

!Le =
!

d3x "†!x! 1
ı
!""

!S! =
!

d3x !E ! !A

!L! =
!

d3x !x! Ei!"Ai
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!JQED = !Se + !L!
e + !J !

!

!Se =
!

d3x "†
!!
2

"

!L!
e =

!
d3x "†!x! 1

ı
!D"

!J !
! =

!
d3x !x! ( !E ! !B)

Gauge invariant form does not obey 
canonical commutation relations:
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[(!x! 1
i
(!"# ie !A))j , (!x!

1
i
(!"# ie !A))k]

QM example: 

But for !A = !Apur

!!" !Apur = 0

Using the gauge invariant “mechanical” 
momentum generates an extra term

[(!x! 1
i
!")j , (!x!

1
i
!")k] = ı"jkl[!x!

1
i
!"]l

= ı!jkl{["x!
1
i
(""# ie "A)]l + exl"x · (""! "A)}

See, e.g.: D. Singleton and V. Dzhunushaliev, Found. Phys. 30 (2000) 1093
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Both requirements can be satisfied: 

!Dpur ! !"# ıe !Apur , !A ! !Afys + !Apur

!! · !Afys = 0 , !!" !Apur = 0

!JQED = !Se + !L!!
e + !S!!

! + !L!!
!

!Se =
!

d3x"†
!!
2

"

!L!!
e =

!
d3x"†!x! 1

ı
!Dpur"

!S!!
! =

!
d3x !E ! !Afys

!L!!
! =

!
d3x !x! Ei!"Ai

fys
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NOT Coulomb gauge: !! · !A = 0

So         does not contribute to charge either:             

!! · !Afys = 0 !A ! !Afys + !Apur

! !Epur = F i0
pur

= "iA0
pur ! "0Ai

pur

= 0

!(!")2A0
pur ! "t

!" · !Apur = 0

!Apur !! · !Epur = 0

Fµν
pur = 0

Full constraint:

This defines            piece!Apur
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Cf.: Momentum operator in quantum mechanics

Generalized momentum for a charged particle 
moving in EM field:
➥1st form is not gauge invariant, but satisfies the 

canonical momentum commutation relation.
➥2nd form is both gauge invariant and the 

canonical momentum commutation relation is 
satisfied.

!∇× !A|| = 0!! · !A! = 0

!p = m!̇r + q !A = m!̇r + q !A! + q !A||

!p! q !A|| = m!̇r + q !A!
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We recognize

                                  as the physical momentum.
It is neither the canonical momentum:

            nor the mechanical momentum:

!p = m!̇r + q !A =
1
ı
!!

!p! q !A = m!̇r =
1
ı

!D

!Dpure = !p! q !A|| =
1
ı
!"! q !A||
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Gauge transformation 

only affects the longitudinal 
part of the vector potential: 

and the time component:

It does not affect the 
transverse part:

so      is physical. 

A
!

µ = Aµ + !µ"(x),!
!
= eıq!(x)! ,

A
!

|| = A|| +!!(x),

!
!
= !! "t#(x).

A
!

! = A!,
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Hamiltonian of hydrogen atom
Coulomb gauge:

Hamiltonian of a nonrelativistic particle:

Gauge transformed becomes:
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Following this recipe, we introduce a new 
Hamiltonian:

The matrix elements are gauge invariant, i.e., 

i.e., the hydrogen energy states calculated in 
Coulomb gauge are both gauge invariant and 
physical. See Wei-min Sun.

fys

fys
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QED: !Apur = !A! !Afys

Fµ!
pur = 0 ; Fµ!

fys = Fµ!

!"# !Afys = !"# !A

!" · !Afys = 0 ; !Afys(|x|$%) = 0

!Afys(x) = !"# 1
4"

!
d3y

!"# !A(y)
|!x! !y|

!A!fys = !Afys ; !A!pur = !A!pur ! !"#

A0
fys(x) =

! x

"#
dxi($iA

0 + $tA
i ! $tA

i
fys)

%(x) = ! 1
4"

!
d3y

!"# !A(y)
|!x! !y| + %0(x)

!Apur = !!"%(x) ; A0
pur = $t%(x) ; "2%0(x) = 0
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Multipole Radiation

Multipole radiation analysis is based on the
decomposition of EM vector potential  in 
Coulomb gauge. The results are physical 
and gauge invariant, i.e., gauge transformed 

to other gauges one obtains the same 
results.
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III.Gauge Invariance and canonical 
commutation relation of nucleon spin operators

• From the QCD Lagrangian, one can get the total 
angular momentum by a Noether theorem:

!J = !Sq + !Lq + !Sg + !Lg

!Sq =
!

d3x "† 1
2
!! "

!Lq =
!

d3x "† (!x! 1
ı
!")"

!Sg = 2
!

d3xTr { !E ! !A}

!Lg = 2
!

d3xTr {!x! Ei !"Ai}
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• Each term in this decomposition satisfies 
the canonical angular momentum algebra, 
so they may properly be called, 
respectively, quark spin, quark orbital 
angular momentum, gluon spin and gluon 
orbital angular momentum operators.

• However they are not individually gauge 
invariant, except for the quark spin. 
Therefore the physical meaning is 
obscure.
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• There is also the gauge invariant decomposition:

!J = !Sq + !L!
q + !J !

G

!Sq =
1
2

!
d3x "†!!"

!L!
q =

!
d3x "† !

!D

ı
"

!J !
G = 2

!
d3x {!r ! ( !Ea ! !Ba)}
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• However these terms no longer satisfy the 
canonical angular momentum algebra (except 
the quark spin). In this sense the second and 
third terms are not the quark orbital and gluon 
angular momentum operators.

   The physical meaning of these operators is 
obscure also.

• One can not have gauge invariant gluon spin 
and orbital angular momentum operators 
separately; only the total angular momentum of 
the gluon is gauge invariant. 

 (Similarly for the photon, but we do 
have polarized photon beams!)
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• How do we reconcile these two 
fundamental requirements, gauge 
invariance and canonical angular 
momentum algebra?

• One choice is to keep gauge 
invariance and give up the 
canonical commutation relation.

But this is a
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Dangerous suggestion!
It would ruin the multipole radiation analysis
  used from atomic to hadron spectroscopy.
  where the canonical spin and orbital angular 
  momentum of the photon have been used.
The energy states of hydrogen would not be 

observable, nor would the orbital angular 
momentum of the electron nor the 
polarization (spin) of the photon.

This is totally unphysical!
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Our Solution

            A different decomposition:
Gauge invariance and angular momentum 
algebra both satisfied for individual terms.

Key point is to separate out the transverse 
and longitudinal parts of the gauge field. 
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Essential task: to separate properly       

Fundamental:

Adjoint: 

the pure gauge field:  

from the physical one:

!Apur

!Afys

!A = !Apur + !Afys

!Dpur = !!" ig !Apur

!Dpur = !!" ig[ !Apur, ]

!Dpur · !Afys = !! · !Afys " ig[Ai
pur, A

i
fys] = 0

!Dpur ! !Apur = !"! !Apur # ig !Apur ! !Apur = 0

!A! = T a !Aa
!
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QCD: 

Solve perturbatively: !!" !Apur = ig !Apur " !Apur

!! · !Apur = !! · !A# ig[Ai
pur, A

i]

"iA
0
pur = #"tA

i
pur + ig[Ai

pur, A
0
pur]

Gauge transformation: !A!
fys = U !AfysU

†

!A!
pur = U !ApurU

† ! i

g
U !"U†

!! · !Afys = ıg[Ai "Ai
fys, A

i
fys] = ıg[Ai, Ai

fys]
!!# !Afys = !!# !A = ıg(Ai "Ai

fys)# (Ai "Ai
fys)

"tA
0
fys = "iA

0 + "t(Ai "Ai
fys)" ıg[Ai "Ai

fys, A
0 "A0

fys]
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New decomposition
!JQCD = !Sq + !L!!

q + !S!!
g + !L!!

g

!Sq =
!

d3x "†
!!
2

"

!L!!
q =

!
d3x !x"† ! 1

ı
!Dpur"

!S!!
g =

!
d3x !E ! !Afys

!L!!
g =

!
d3x !x! Ei !DpurA

i
fys
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IV.There is no proton spin crisis but only 
quark spin-axial charge confusion

The quark spin contributions measured in DIS are:

while the pure valence q3  S-wave quark model 
calculated values are:

0.82(6)! 0.44(6)! 0.10(7) = 0.29(19)
0.80(2)! 0.46(2)! 0.12(2) = 0.23(6)
0.82(4)! 0.44(4)! 0.11(4) = 0.27(12)

!u + !d + !s

= {

!u =
4
3
,!d = !1

3
,!s = 0

More recent values for sum:
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1. The total quark spin contribution to 
nucleon spin measured by DIS is ~ 

   1/3 while the quark model value is 1;
2. The strange quark contribution measured 

in DIS is nonzero while the quark model 
value is zero. (A new measurement

   gives a smaller strange contribution.)

There appear to be two contradictions 
between these two results:
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• To clarify, first recognize that the value 
measured in DIS is the matrix element of the 
quark axial-vector current operator in a nucleon 
state:

Here,                                  which is not the quark 
spin contribution calculated in the CQM. The value 
calculated in the CQM is the matrix element of the 
Pauli spin part only.

2a0S
µ =< ps|

!
d3x !̄ "µ"5 ! |ps >

a0 = !u + !d + !s
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The axial-vector current operator 
can be expanded as:

Spin is 1/2 of this.
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• Only the first term of the axial-vector current 
operator, which is the Pauli spin part, has been 
calculated in non-relativistic quark models. 

• The second term, the relativistic correction, has not 
been included in non-relativistic quark model 
calculations. The relativistic quark model does 
include this correction and it reduces the quark spin 
contribution by about 25%. 

• The third term,       creation and annihilation, does 
not contribute in a model with only valence quark 
configurations and so it has not been calculated in 
any quark model to our knowledge.
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An Extended CQM 
with Sea Quark Components

• To understand nucleon spin structure 
quantitatively within the CQM and to clarify 
the quark spin-axial vector confusion further 
a CQM was developed with sea quark 
components:

|N >= c0|q3 > +!C!" |(q3)!(qq̄)" >
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Coupling between 3-quark and 5-quark sectors
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Motion Fock
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• The spin of the nucleon has four contributions:

Where does the nucleon get its spin?

!J = !Sq + !Lq + !SG + !LG

!Sq =
1
2

!
d3x "†!!"

!Lq =
!

d3x "† !
!"
ı

"

!SG = 2
!

d3x Tr{ !E ! !A)}

!LG = 2
!

d3x Tr{Ei!r ! !"Ai)}
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• In the CQM, the gluon field is assumed to 
be frozen in the ground state and does not 
contribute to the nucleon spin.

• The only other contribution is the quark 
orbital angular momentum     .

• One may well wonder how quark orbital 
angular momentum can contribute for a 
pure S-wave configuration.

!Lq
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• The quark orbital angular momentum operator 
can be expanded as:
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• The first term is the nonrelativistic quark orbital 
angular momentum operator used in the CQM, 
which does not contribute to nucleon spin in a 
pure valence S-wave configuration.

• The second term is a relativistic correction, which 
undoes the relativistic spin reduction.

• The third term is the      creation and annihilation 
contribution, which also replaces missing spin. 
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• The quark orbital angular momentum operator 
can be expanded as:

Add to half of (see next page) cancels 2nd & 3rd terms.
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RECALL:: axial-vector current 
operator can be expanded as:

Spin is 1/2 of this.
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!Sq + !Lq = !SNR
q + !LNR

q

!SNR
q

!LNR
q

Note that the relativistic correction and the       
creation and annihilation terms of the quark 
spin and the orbital angular momentum 
operator are exactly the same but with 
opposite sign. Adding them together 
produces:

where      ,         are the non-relativistic 
parts of the quark spin and angular 
momentum operators.
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• This shows that the nucleon spin can be either solely 
attributed to the quark Pauli spin, as has long been done 
in the CQM, with no contribution from the non-relativistic 
quark orbital angular momentum to the nucleon spin; or

• part of the nucleon spin can be attributed to the 
relativistic quark spin, as measured in DIS (and more 
appropriately called axial-charge to distinguish it from  
the Pauli spin),  and part of the nucleon spin can be 
attributed to the relativistic quark orbital angular 
momentum, that provides the exact compensation 
missing in the relativistic “quark spin” no matter what 
quark model is used.

• The right combination must be used; otherwise the 
nucleon spin structure will be misunderstood.

!Sq + !Lq = !SNR
q + !LNR

q
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3.We suggest using the physical momentum, 
angular momentum, etc. in hadron physics 
in the same manner as is done in atomic 
physics, which is both gauge invariant and 
satisfies canonical commutation relations, 
and has been measured in atomic physics 
with established and well-defined physical 
meaning.
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Gluon momentum contribution is also 
affected by these considerations: 
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Conventional gluon momentum defintion:

becomes

↪

↪

1/51/2

for nf = 5:
gluon 
momentum 
fraction 

➨

!
d3x !E ! !B

!
d3x Ei !DpurA

i
fys
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V. Summary
1. The quark spin measured in DIS is better 

viewed as the quark axial charge; it is not 
the quark spin calculated in a CQM.

2. One can attribute the nucleon spin either
   solely to the quark Pauli spin, or partly 

attribute it to the quark axial charge and 
partly to relativistic quark orbital angular 
momentum.          Keep:

!Sq + !Lq = !SNR
q + !LNR

q

in mind to avoid confusion.
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Additional Pages
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First Argument

• A matrix element of a gauge non-invariant 
operator taken in a gauge invariant state is 
gauge invariant (Elliott Leader). Nucleon is 
a color singlet so QCD gauge invariance 
of ME is guaranteed.

• Atomic analog: QED gauge invariance of 
spin and angular momentum of neutral 
atom, but not of (nucleus) electrons in it. 
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•  Conventional Wisdom:
   Keep gauge invariance only and give up

     canonical commutation relation. 

Dangerous! Untenable?

• Keep both requirements:
   Canonical commutation relation is intact.
   Gauge invariance is maintained for the 

matrix elements, although not for the 
operator itself.
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